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KEY TAKEAWAYS
Any policy response to the adverse
economic consequences of the coronavirus pandemic should be targeted,
temporary, and directed at aiding public
health efforts.
Congress should not exploit a crisis by
bailing out special interests or handing
out favors to those seeking to achieve
policy aims unrelated to the outbreak.

An “epidemic tax credit” for private firms
in epidemic areas would help provide flexible paid leave, aid public health efforts,
and reduce the risk of infection.

C

oronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) originated
in Wuhan, China, in late December, 2019.1 It is a
disease caused by a new coronavirus.2 On March
7, 2020, the World Health Organization announced that
the global number of confirmed cases of COVID-19 has
surpassed 100,000.3 There are now confirmed cases in
almost every major country in the world. The virus has
spread rapidly even in such developed countries as Italy,
South Korea, France, and Germany.4
On February 26, 2020, the first case of unknown
origin was announced in the United States.5 As of
March 11, 2020, according to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) and Johns Hopkins
University, respectively, there were from 647 to 1,039
confirmed cases in the U.S.6 According to the CDC, 35
states have reported cases.7 There are undoubtedly
many more actual cases, and the disease continues to spread.
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The economic effects associated with the coronavirus epidemic are
potentially significant. In the United States, they represent an economic
shock to an otherwise healthy economy. The response to the coronavirus
should be targeted, temporary, and transparent. Any emergency fiscal policy
response should link directly to the coronavirus in order to address the
source of the economic shock while limiting any political abuse that can
develop in moments of crisis. The epidemic tax credit outlined in this paper
would achieve these purposes. Should policymakers want to improve the
underlying fundamentals of the economy, they should look to other progrowth policy tools.8

Economic Consequences of the Coronavirus
Fears over the coronavirus epidemic have had a substantial adverse
impact on financial markets globally. The Dow Jones Industrial Average,
for example, has declined by about 19 percent in the past month.9 The epidemic has substantially affected supply chains, oil prices, travel and tourism,
restaurants, conferences, and sporting events.10 It has resulted in a substantial increase in sales of staples and products that people believe will enable
them to deal with virus-related disruption.11 It has resulted in school and
university closures.12 Even though a great deal has yet to be learned about
its effects, the virus has affected workplaces throughout the world.
There have been calls in Congress for the adoption of policies to mitigate
these adverse economic effects.13 The White House is also considering economic policy proposals in response to the crisis.14

Principles of a Sound Economic Policy Response
The coronavirus epidemic has already demonstrated the potential for
significant shocks to both the supply of and demand for goods and services
that will have far-reaching effects on the economy. However, the coronavirus also exposes parts of the economy that were already in weak financial
positions. Therefore, the policy response should focus not simply on alleviating economic outcomes, but rather on containing the source in order
to limit the potential negative economic impact.
Congress has just passed legislation designed to address the needs of
public health officials for additional resources.15 Any policy response by
Congress to address the adverse economic consequences of the coronavirus
epidemic should be targeted, temporary, and directed at aiding public health
efforts. It should not increase spending permanently.
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The fiscal situation for the United States government is grave. Even
though the economy is healthy, the federal deficit is projected to remain
at $1 trillion in fiscal year (FY) 2021 and steadily increase to $1.7 trillion in
FY 2030.16 The debt owed to the public is projected to increase by 76 percent and increase from 81 percent to 98 percent of gross domestic product
(GDP) within 10 years.17 Spending on a subset of programs continues to grow
much faster than economic growth, and one in every five dollars spent by
the federal government is borrowed.18
Virtually every interest group in Washington will attempt to exploit the
coronavirus crisis to further its own aims. The aphorism “Never let a good
crisis go to waste” exists for a reason. Congress should not allow the crisis
to be exploited either by special interests seeking bailouts or special favors
or by those seeking to achieve policy aims that are only tangentially related
to the crisis.
A good test is to ask whether the policy is something that the government should implement in the absence of an outbreak. If the answer is
“yes,” then it is probably not appropriate at the moment. If a policy does
pass this test, however, then it qualifies as a targeted response. For example, a payroll tax cut is the type of tool that might address a recession, so it
is probably not the best tool to use to combat a pandemic. Moreover, a payroll tax cut does not assist those who help to minimize the public health
risk by staying at home rather than reporting to work during the epidemic,
and payroll tax cuts have a small impact on the economy because labor
supply elasticities are low.
Policy responses that are not targeted are unlikely to help with the epidemic and likely to introduce other problems. The customary arguments
in favor of fiscal or monetary stimulus depend on its support of aggregate
demand. That is, monetary stimulus can make new investment by firms
more profitable, so they purchase new capital goods, and fiscal stimulus
enables consumers to spend more. However, the efforts to contain the
outbreak will throw a wrench in these policy transmission mechanisms.
Businesses are not going to invest in new projects no matter the price if
their staffs need to stay at home to prevent infecting others. It is harder
for consumers to go on shopping sprees if they are quarantined at home.
Congress must also be careful not to allow any fiscal response to be used
by policymakers in the Administration or Congress to distribute benefits
selectively in exchange for political support. Linking the fiscal response
directly to the coronavirus epidemic will help to combat both of these
potential problems.
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The Federal Reserve
The political temptation in a crisis is always to extend and expand “emergency” assistance of every kind. The Federal Reserve has been no exception
to this rule. While the record clearly shows that it can successfully provide
market-wide liquidity without special emergency lending powers, the Fed
also has a long history of focusing support on favored industries.19 Invariably,
these instances have included some combination of (1) direct lending to
institutions to which the Fed would not normally lend, (2) purchases of
assets the Fed normally would not buy, and (3) providing below-market
rates/above-market prices for anyone receiving loans or selling assets. In
the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, for instance, the Fed used its Section
13(3) emergency lending authority to provide more than $16 trillion in loans
to financial firms (an amount roughly equal to annual U.S. GDP at the time).20
Now, due to fears over a coronavirus pandemic, officials are arguing that
Congress may need to expand the Federal Reserve’s ability to purchase a
broader array of assets.21 This approach is unnecessary because the Fed
already has all the tools it needs to provide system-wide liquidity, and it is
dangerous because the Fed has yet to unwind its unconventional operating
framework.22 Thus, expanding the Fed’s ability to purchase assets runs the
risk of blurring the lines between monetary and fiscal policy, increasing the
risk of uncontrolled spending.23
While Congress can improve the Fed’s ability to provide system-wide
liquidity by giving it a single mandate for monetary neutrality,24 it can
safeguard the Federal Reserve’s independence and credibility by revoking Section 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act and ending the Fed’s ability
to make emergency loans. Providing emergency funds through the government should remain a part of fiscal operations so that they remain as
transparent as possible and so that voters can hold their elected federal
officials accountable.

Epidemic Tax Credit
An “epidemic tax credit”25 could serve the function of providing income
support for those workers whose incomes are threatened by the epidemic.
It would also discourage people from congregating at workplaces where they
are likely to contract or spread the disease and would discourage people
from going to work while sick because they need income.26 As proposed, the
epidemic tax credit would pay for 90 percent of the costs of providing paid
leave to employees who cannot reasonably telecommute and who work in
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declared epidemic areas. It would take effect immediately and would not
require the delay and expense entailed by the creation of a bureaucracy to
administer a program.
In general, businesses are either pass-through entities (partnerships,
limited liability companies, S corporations, business trusts) or C corporations. Except in very rare instances, pass-through entities do not pay income
tax themselves but instead provide information reports to their owners and
the Internal Revenue Service (Schedule K-1s). The business owners report
their share of the business’s income and other tax attributes (including tax
credits) on their personal tax returns. C corporations are “regular” corporations that pay corporate tax at the entity level.
Both C corporations and pass-through entities would receive the tax
credit as with other business tax credits. In the case of C corporations, it
would reduce the corporation’s annual tax liability and the quarterly estimated taxes that they must remit. In the case of pass-through entities, the
tax credits would be reported on owners’ Schedule K-1 and personal tax
return. It would reduce the owners’ individual tax liability and reduce the
amount of quarterly estimated tax that they must remit. General business
tax credits can typically be carried back one year or forward 20 years if a
business is unprofitable in the current year.
Under the proposed credit, for purposes of Internal Revenue Code
Section 38, in the case of an employer, the tax credit would be an amount
equal to the applicable percentage of the amount of applicable wages paid
to qualifying employees for a period of up to eight weeks. Because the general business credit applies only to taxable employers, additional language
would need to be added to include tax-exempt employers.27 The applicable
percentage would be 90 percent.
Applicable wages would be defined as wages paid to an employee who:
1. Is on leave,
2. Does not come to the workplace, and
3. Performs no substantial work for the employer.

Congress should limit qualifying wages to no more than a specified
amount per worker per week. For example, a highly compensated employee,
as defined by Internal Revenue Code Section 414(q), earns $2,500 per week.
Alternatively, the level could be set to a specified percentile of wages as
determined by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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A qualifying employee would be defined as an employee of the
employer who:
1. Normally performs substantially all of his or her work in a designated

“epidemic area”;

2. Is not a part-time employee (as defined in 26 U.S. Code § 4980E(d)

(4)(B)); and

3. Cannot, given the nature of his or her employment, reasonably be

expected to telecommute.

An “epidemic area” would be defined as any county declared by the Director
of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention as an epidemic area. The
Director would be authorized to declare as an epidemic area, for a period of up to
90 days, any county of a state, any territory, or the District of Columbia that has:
1. A substantial number of cases of a communicable disease and such

communicable disease is reasonably expected to be life-threatening to
at least one-half of 1 percent of those that contract the disease and

2. A person or persons who have been quarantined or otherwise isolated

to prevent the introduction, transmission, or spread of such communicable disease,
provided that:

1. A public health emergency has been declared pursuant to 42 U.S.

Code § 247d and

2. The Director finds that preventing the introduction, transmission, or

spread of a communicable disease will be facilitated by encouraging
people not to come to work.

Limiting the credit to wages paid other than pursuant to an existing leave
policy would reduce the associated revenue loss. However, this would disadvantage employers with generous leave policies and entails a risk that
it would induce employers to provide less generous leave in the future
because of the epidemic tax credit. The credit should be effective through
December 31, 2020.
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Our rough estimate is that this credit would reduce federal revenues
by as little as $2 billion and as much as $80 billion depending on assumptions about infection rates (determining the number of epidemic areas);
the length of time people would be on leave; the percentage of people that
could telework; the percentage of employers that would take advantage of
the credit; and the weekly earnings limitation adopted by Congress.28

Conclusion
As expected with a newly discovered virus, not much is known about how
far it will spread or how long the outbreak may last. Currently, the CDC
suggests that the coronavirus epidemic is not widespread in the United
States and that most people have a low risk of being exposed.
Just as we are not certain about the extent to which the virus will spread,
we do not know how severely the virus will affect the economy. While the
stock market has dropped recently in anticipation of temporary disruptions
in the supply chain, there are as yet no indications that the coronavirus
will result in a change in the business cycle that would suggest the use of
broader monetary and fiscal policy tools. The February jobs report solidly
beat expectations, and the unemployment rate remained unchanged at its
50-year low.29 The most recent estimate of real GDP growth came in at 2.1
percent,30 and the Atlanta Fed’s “nowcast” of 2020 Q1 growth is 3.1 percent.31
Although the economic outlook could change, the policy response to
address the adverse economic consequences of the coronavirus epidemic
should be targeted, temporary, and directed at aiding public health efforts.
Specifically, targeted policy responses are appropriate when they either
prevent the coronavirus from spreading or help those infected by the virus
to recover. The proposed epidemic tax credit would help sick workers to
take time off while limiting the spread of the virus in workplaces.
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